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Accepting Emotions

We often find certain emotions, such as sadness, anger, helplessness, shame and disappointment – difficult to
deal with and see these as negative and something to be avoided. The problem is that when we avoid ‘negative’
emotions we usually magnify our experiences of these emotions and any potential consequences. The truth of the
matter is, no emotion is negative or positive and all are there to tell us something – although some though may be
more uncomfortable to deal with than others. This is because our emotions are felt in our body and experienced
as bodily sensations – this is usually the discomfort that we experience and that we try to avoid.
To be able to acknowledge and accept our emotions, even the uncomfortable ones, it is important that we are
aware of where we feel the sensation in our bodies and are able to allow it space to be there.
The following exercise can be beneficial when you start to feel an unpleasant emotion:

Take a few deep breathes and scan your
body from head to toe – you will probably
notice some uncomfortable sensations - focus
on the strongest sensation or the one that
bothers you the most – this might be tightness
in your chest or a knot in your stomach.

The idea is to observe this sensation – not to
think about it. When you notice yourself
thinking about what’s happening redirect your
focus on to the sensation – make room for it
and allow it to be there. You may need to
focus on this sensation anywhere from a few
seconds to a few minutes until you feel that
you are no longer struggling with the
discomfort of it.
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Focus on that sensation and observe it carefully –
try to learn as much about this sensation as you
can. For example, where does this sensation start
and where does it end? If this sensation had a
shape, what shape would it be? If this sensation
had a colour what would it be? Is it light or is it
heavy? Is it moving or is it still? What is the
temperature of this sensation? Where is the
sensation most intense? Where is it weakest?

Take a few more deep breathes and breathe into
that sensation – try not to struggle with it. Imagine
your breath flowing in and out of it.

